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Five HR issues that demand your immediate
attention

Paula Christian, Courier Contributor

Take it from Cathleen Snyder, who runs client relations at Strategic HR Inc.: Federal regulators
aren’t as nice as they used to be.

Both the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the Department of Labor, said
Snyder, who’s spent the last 13 years in human resources, “are more active than ever.”

“Six years ago, they’d offer guidance. Now they’re into enforcement.”

In Cincinnati and across the nation, labor lawyers and HR pros warn business owners to prepare
for a bumpy 2014. Along with the newly tough feds, experts themselves say they’re straining to
keep track of health care laws and technology that is turning water cooler gossip into the new legal
issue of “cyberharassment.” (That employee who just quit? He has company secrets stored on his
iPhone.)

“Most employers are just trying to run a business,” said Pam Krivda, labor lawyer at Taft Stettinius
& Hollister. “It’s getting harder and harder.”

The critical piece of advice to employers: Be proactive. Take a fresh look at company policies,
handbooks, benefits and classifications, now, before an employee sues or a federal regulator
appears at the door.

“A lot of employers don’t know about it,” said Harry Lydon, general counsel at Cincinnati-based
Sheakley, an outsourced HR firm. “We don’t want to scare clients. But the scared employers are
usually the smart ones.”

Here are five HR issues experts say deserve immediate attention.

'Cyberharassment' and social media

These were the conversations that co-workers once had while walking to the parking lot or having
a drink after work. Fueled by anger or alcohol, a bad conversation could leave someone feeling
bullied or harassed.



“Now it’s what they’re texting to each other, or a message they’re sending on LinkedIn,” said David
Croall, a labor and employment lawyer at Porter Wright in Cincinnati. “This is just applying an old
set of rules to a different environment of technology.”

Laws are trying to catch up with technology, so they are constantly changing.

If employers are aware of cyberharassment, or should be aware of it, yet do nothing to stop it, they
can be held liable in court, lawyers say. This is a form of employment discrimination and it can
happen through emails, text messages, tweets and social media posts.

Technology can also be used to bully or embarrass others at work, or spread false rumors.

Employers can monitor their workers’ emails on a company email system. But federal law may limit
their right to review private web-based employee activity, except if done on an employer’s network,
hard drive or computer.

“Employees need to understand that they have no expectation of privacy on a company computer,”
said Brian Dershaw, labor and employment lawyer at Taft’s Cincinnati office.

“Social media presents another moving target for employers,” Dershaw said.

Laws are popping up across the country to stop employers from obtaining employees’ or job
applicants’ social media log-in information. Currently, 13 states had already enacted laws and bills
are pending in 33 others, including Ohio.

Generally, this prevents employers from going beyond publicly available information.

Regulators are also enforcing employees’ freedom of speech to talk about their salary and working
conditions on social media sites.

“With social media and an employee’s right to privacy, there is such a fine line in what you can look
at,” said Eleni Liston, vice president of human resources at Sheakley.

“The problem is, it’s always gray. It’s never cut and dry.”

Bring Your Own Device to Work

If workers can use their own phones, laptops and tablets at work, employers need a policy to
protect trade secrets.

“What if somebody quits,” Dershaw said, “and you don’t have any real access or opportunity to get
that information off their phones?”

If, say, a lawyer lost his phone, the IT department at any firm would remotely wipe the phone and
protect client information. Yet, the lawyer would also lose personal data.

Eighty percent of consumers now use personal phones and tablets for work, according to a 2013
study by Mobile Iron. Yet only 30 percent completely trust their employer to keep personal
information private.



When workers bring their own devices to the office, it can be harder for firms to protect trade
secrets. If a salesman quits and goes to a competitor, he may take along all his cellphone business
contacts.

“Is it the employee’s information? The employer’s? Or is it shared?” Croall asked. “What is
improper use of information once an employee leaves?”

These are all questions that may be settled in court if employers lack a policy.

Misclassification of Employees

“Workplace fraud.” That’s how U.S. Secretary of Labor Thomas Perez described the practice of
business owners misclassifying employees as independent contractors to avoid paying taxes and
benefits.

Lawyers are warning businesses to make workers’ employment status clear – either employee or
independent contractor – and then treat them according to the law. Otherwise they risk being
targeted by federal regulators.

“Employers try to use contractors because they’re less expensive,” Snyder said. “And when the
need goes away, it’s much easier to get rid of an independent contractor.”

The IRS uses a 20-factor test to determine if a worker is an independent contractor. It all boils
down to control. If a worker must wear a company shirt, use company tools and distribute their
business cards, “then they’re probably not an independent contractor,” said Sheila Schooley, senior
human relations consultant at Sheakley.

Jeff Thomas, CEO of Priority Dispatch, a Cincinnati transportation and delivery firm, has 85
employees and 700 independently contracted drivers at offices throughout the Midwest. His same-
day delivery company relies on independent drivers because his shipping volume fluctuates widely.
A driver who works for Thomas one day may work for a competitor the next.

Thomas works with his lawyer, Dershaw, to update employee manuals and policies quarterly. He
also conducts regular labor law training sessions with employees.

“The larger I get, the more compliance risk I have,” he said.

Thomas uses contractors because they provide flexibility for his business, not to avoid taxes, he
said. He believes regulators wrongly think owners purposely misclassify workers.

“There’s this built-in assumption that you’re doing this to evade taxes,” he said.

Thomas also serves as president of the Ohio Same Day Transportation Association. He worked
with state legislators on a bill to establish a simple test to determine whether drivers are considered
employees under Ohio’s overtime, worker’s compensation and unemployment laws. That bill is
pending.

“What’s critically important is clarity and consistency in the definition of an independent contractor,”
he said.



Affordable Care Act
To Robert Sinkhorn, COO at Cincinnati-based Sheakley, the ACA is “11,000 pages of confusion to
a business owner.”

“There’s a mind-boggling set of operating guidelines,” he said.

Of all of the issues owners face, the new ACA law is the most worrisome.

Last month, the Obama administration announced another big delay in the ACA rollout. Employers
with 50 to 99 workers have until 2016 to comply before risking a $2,000-per-worker penalty.

Businesses may need help determining how many workers they have and what legal class they fall
into – full-time, part-time or variable. (Variable employees are usually temporary or seasonal
workers.)

Employers then must decide what health coverage, if any, they can afford based on new
premiums. Small firms may decide to drop coverage altogether, and larger companies may turn to
private exchanges.

“A lot are going to high-deductible plans or finding ways to offset increased cost,” said Snyder,
while warning that cutting benefits will make it harder to attract talent.

Wage and hour lawsuits

Each night a boss asks a worker to email a daily production report from home. It takes only a few
minutes. Does the employee deserve overtime?

For hourly workers, yes.

The most common and successful lawsuits against employers are from unpaid wages and
overtime. And these lawsuits are growing.

Cases filed under the Fair Labor Standards Act were up 10 percent in 2013, according to a
Seyfarth and Shaw LLP study, using data from the Federal Judicial Center.

If a group of employees all claim that they weren’t paid overtime when they should have been, then
an employer could be forced to defend a class-action lawsuit.

Each business needs an updated handbook that spells out policies for work hours, overtime,
minimum wage, work periods and breaks that complies with state and federal law.

“If one person files a complaint, the Department of Labor doesn’t come in just to investigate that
complaint,” Snyder said. “They investigate the entire organization. I always tell employers that
everything is great until the day it’s not.”


